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listing of items in the eight sections is arbitrary,
with no internal logic. The Arabic press vocab-
ulary to which military, diplomatic, and business-
people are to pay attention employs far more com-
plex vocabulary and idiomatic expressions than
those presented in this work; it can be understood
only by a good mastery of the language at an ad-
vanced level, not merely by an arbitrary list of
words.
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Since the economic reform started at the end of
1970s, Mandarin Chinese, the official Chinese lan-
guage, has entered a rapidly changing era that is
characterized not only by the many new expres-
sions emerging everyday, but also by the gradual
mixture of different Chinese dialects, thanks to
the migration of hundreds of millions of people
from the countryside to the cities and from city to
city. As a result, colloquial expressions originally
used only by the locals of a dialect seem to have
made inroads into spoken Mandarin, the mass me-
dia, and literature. This phenomenon brings new
challenges to the teaching and learning of spo-
ken Chinese in English-speaking environments,
where teaching materials are often selected from
the Chinese mass media and literary sources. A
Chinese–English reference book for contempo-
rary Chinese colloquial expressions is definitely
needed. Thus, comes the book POP CHINESE: A
Cheng & Tsui Handbook of Contemporary Colloquial
Expressions.

This book has collected 1,200 colloquial Chi-
nese expressions, chosen “primarily from film
and television with emphasis on most frequently
heard expressions” (p. vii). Evidently, most of the
book’s entries are from the Beijing dialect. Ev-
ery expression in the book has a separate entry
that consists of the expression given in three dif-
ferent forms: pinyin, simplified Chinese charac-
ters, and traditional Chinese characters, followed
by an English translation or definition and then
by two examples. The 1,200 expressions in the

book are organized in alphabetical order by their
pinyin forms. Thus, a reader must know the cor-
rect pinyin of an expression to use the book
effectively.

Often the reader will find two versions of
English translations for an expression, a literal
translation of the Chinese version followed by a
meaning or a figurative translation based on the
common usage of the expression. Except for the
two examples given in each entry, no other infor-
mation is provided for the usage or the discourse
context of an expression. At least one of the two
examples is quoted from the Chinese mass media
or from literature, with the source of the exam-
ple(s) indicated. In many cases, the context of a
quoted example is also explained in English to fa-
cilitate understanding. All examples in the book
are given in simplified Chinese characters, with-
out the pinyin or traditional Chinese counterpart,
followed by English translation and context expla-
nation as needed. The compilation of more than
1,200 colloquial Chinese quotations in one book
may be its most valuable feature, one that Chinese
language teachers and researchers will appreciate.

Some readers may question the selection cri-
teria used by the authors, which seem to limit
the number of entries and, thus, the usefulness
of the book. In fact, if one excludes vulgar ex-
pressions and those that are self-explanatory to
proficient Chinese readers, most of the remain-
ing entries in this book can also be found in
the fifth edition of the Modern Chinese Dictionary
(MCD, ), published by China’s Com-
mercial Press in 2005. Compared to MCD, this
book’s collection of contemporary colloquial ex-
pressions is relatively small. However, what this
book has that MCD does not have is the English
translations and explanations, a must for Chi-
nese language teachers and learners in English-
speaking environments. A small drawback is that
the English translations in the book seem to need
some polish. For example, , portraying a
servant running alongside a horse to serve his
master riding the horse, was literally translated
as before the saddle and behind the horse (p. 2);

, a piece of raw meat that does not cut easily,
was literally translated as meat that rolls from the
under of a knife (p. 118); , a person who
has had experience relevant to a topic in the con-
versation, was defined as an experienced person
(p. 119).

Readers may also question the way that this
book handles the variants of the expressions. If
readers know only a variant of an expression, they
may have to comb through the book to find the
desired entry because the book provides no tools,
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such as a variant cross reference, a keyword index,
or a user guide. Variation of colloquial expressions
may occur more often than people would think.
Although words such as , generally have
fixed forms, phrases and patterns of expressions
may or may not, for example, (p. 1) versus

Sb , (p. 1) versus , . . .
(p. 75) versus . So, just as a phrase or pat-
tern may vary, so too may a phrase or pattern being
picked out from a sentence. Furthermore, varia-
tion aside, how can a reader recognize a pattern
without prior knowledge of the pattern?

There may be much room for this book to
improve. Nevertheless, until a better alternative
can be found, it is still a great reference book
for people working with contemporary collo-
quial Chinese expressions in an English-speaking
environment.
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In the fall of 1998, an American college student,
originally going to Beijing for an internship at a
business consulting firm, also became a Chinese
language student. He was a self-motivated, hard-
working, and intelligent student who immersed
himself in the Chinese-speaking environment,
never hesitated to ask questions, persistently pur-
sued complete answers, and diligently took notes
about all he found out. At the end of his two and
a half years of study, he had accumulated tons
of notes that recorded his journey of learning
as well as some inventive ideas for learning Chi-
nese more effectively. With encouragement and
help from his teachers and mentors, especially his
Chinese language exchange partner, he compiled
and published all of his study notes in 2001. That
American college student in the story is the first
author of this book, his language exchange part-
ner is the second author, and this book is his study
notes.

This book does not provide a comprehensive
treatment of contemporary Mandarin, as its title
might suggest. Rather, it is a radically abridged
category dictionary about everyday Chinese, Man-
darin plus Beijing dialect, tailored for English-
speaking students going to Beijing to study. Not
even one paragraph of text in Chinese can be

found in the book. The book is primarily written
in English, except for the main entries and exam-
ples, which have a simplified Chinese character
version and a pinyin version. Many entries in the
book include one or two examples. In some cases,
stories are told, and usage and the cultural or his-
torical background are discussed. However, owing
to the author’s limited knowledge of Chinese lan-
guage, culture, and history, inaccurate or partial
explanations and controversial views are to be ex-
pected. Moreover, because of the rapid change in
everyday life in China, information from 5 years
ago may no longer apply today.

There are eight chapters in this book: Pinyin
(6 pp.), Radicals (8 pp., 51 radicals), Measure
Words (10 pp., 56 measure words), Chinglish Key
(10 pp.), Category Dictionary (216 pp., 23 sub-
categories), Personages (10 pp., 7 personage sto-
ries), Idioms (32 pp., 24 idiom stories), and Slang
(65 pp., 204 colloquial expressions). The subcat-
egories of the category dictionary are hobbies (7
pp.), numbers (6 pp.), time and calendar (6 pp.),
weather (8 pp.), family and addressing people (2
pp.), holidays (6 pp.), Chinese zodiac (5 pp., 12
zodiacs), emotions (9 pp.), human (14 pp. for
words describing people’s outer appearance and
personality with examples), body parts (3 pp.),
colors (1 p., 12 colors), clothing (9 pp.), foods
(8 pp.), beverages (11 pp.), restaurants (18 pp.),
vehicles (5 pp.), cabs and directions (13 pp.), edu-
cation (10 pp.), electronics (21 pp.), business (17
pp. for terminology and expressions), countries
(5 pp.), political leaders (4 pp. for the names of
the leaders of 18 countries), and language stud-
ies (17 pp.). The names of the categories and the
amount of information included in each of them
show clearly the pattern of everyday life, as well as
the everyday language need, of a typical foreign
student in Beijing. However, the life of a foreign
student in Beijing cannot represent urban life in
Beijing, let alone represent urban life in other
cities in China. Thus, the title of the book is to
some extent a misnomer.

For beginning-level students of Chinese whose
mother tongue is English, this book may provide
some creative ideas for learning pinyin and for ac-
cumulating vocabulary effectively by drawing sim-
ilarities between Chinese and English. The chap-
ter on pinyin introduces a pinyin romanization
system invented by the first author. Just to give
one example, one may pronounce pinyin ao like
-ow in cow (p. 2), as suggested by the system. The
chapter Chinglish Key presents the idea of relat-
ing a Chinese word to the English meanings of
each of the Chinese characters in the word, such
as remembering as basket + ball = basketball


